
Materials Needed:

   //   Drill      //   Screwdriver
   //   1/2” Drill Bit

Installation Instructions:

         Flip rear seat bottom up and fold seat back down.

         Remove wheel blocks from jack. Loosen jack and rotate so yellow knob faces outward
         and retighten. Re-attach wheel blocks to jack on opposite side of jack between jack and
         duct the same way as removed except turn J-bolt over.

         Set the DU-HA in truck, on top of ducts, with DU-HA lettering facing forward (as 
         shown). Make sure the slot in the DU-HA is aligned with the center child safety seat
         bracket.

         Secure the top of DU-HA to both the left and right side child safety seat brackets using
         the nylon straps as pictured. Thread each strap through the slot in the front of the 
         DU-HA and through the child safety seat bracket. Loop strap together by threading
         up through the bottom of the back slot of the buckle and down through the front slot
         of the buckle (as shown below). The nylon straps will help secure the DU-HA from 
         tipping forward. (Note: The screwdriver may be used to feed the strap back through the child safety bracket.) Note: The screwdriver may be used to feed the strap back through the child safety bracket.) Note:

         With the DU-HA centered on the ducts use the DU-HA as a template to mark and drill
         two 1/2” holes in the ducts. The ducts are only pressure release vents for cab pressure
         so a hole will not affect them. Secure the DU-HA to the ducts using the toggle bolts.
         Press the toggle through the hole in the DU-HA and down through the hole in the duct.
         Pull up on the DU-HA to apply pressure on the toggle and tighten bolt with screw driver. 

         If desired, install organizer / gun racks by bending and snapping them into the slots in
         the DU-HA (as shown). Gun racks can be installed to hold two guns or one gun 
         depending on how you install them.

Safety Instructions:Safety Instructions:

Warning: Seat back must be latched up at all times while vehicle is moving. 
Make sure DU-HA is secured in vehicle according to installation instructions.
Do not store explosives or hazardous materials in the DU-HA.
Do not place loaded guns in the DU-HA.

For further instructions refer to truck owners manual 
or contact DU-HA, Inc.

Installation Instructions for
04-07 Chevrolet & GMC 1500 Light Duty Crew Cab (Classic)

Behind-the-Seat Storage

Dark Gray P/N   //   10023 
Tan P/N   //   10024

Light Gray P/N   //   10030
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Ribs on buckle should face up. Thread 
strap through buckle as shown.

This is how the DU-HA should look 
installed behind the back seat.
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from this...

...to this.

DUHA-08

2 extra straps 
are included 
to secure 
guns/gear in 
place.
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